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3M (Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing) – Teri Hansen
AAI Corporation – Teri Hansen
Accura Engineering & Consulting – Teri Hansen
ADA Technologies – Jim Berkowitz
Advanced Cerametrics – Teri Hansen
Advanced Solutions for Tomorrow – Teri Hansen
Advatech Pacific, Inc – Jim Berkowitz
Aegis Technologies Group – Teri Hansen
Aerodyne Research, Inc – Teri Hansen
Aerospace Engineering Spectrum (AES) LLC – Jim Berkowitz
The Aerospace Corporation – Jim Berkowitz
Aerospace Testing Alliance – Teri Hansen
ACS, Inc – Teri Hansen
Affordable System Designs – Jim Berkowitz
AJH Environmental Services – Teri Hansen
Alaska Native Technologies, LLC –
Alion Science and Technology – Jim Berkowitz
Alliant Techsystems – Teri Hansen
Altarum – Teri Hansen
Algenol Biofuel – Teri Hansen
Alphatech – Teri Hansen
American Process – Teri Hansen
American Systems Corp – Jim Berkowitz
AMEWAS – Jim Berkowitz
Analytical Research, LLC – Teri Hansen
Analytical Services & Materials – Teri Hansen
Anteon – Jim Berkowitz
Aptima, Inc – Teri Hansen
ARC Technology – Angie Steltzer
ARES – Teri Hansen
ARINC Corp – Teri Hansen
ASRC Aerospace Corp. – Jim Berkowitz
ATA (Aerospace Testing Alliance) – Jim Berkowitz
ATK Systems – Jim Berkowitz
Applied Research Associates – Teri Hansen
Applied Systems Intelligence, Inc (ASI) – Teri Hansen
Atonifa Chemical – Jim Berkowitz
AT&T – Teri Hansen
AVISYS – Angie Steltzer
AVT Simulation – Teri Hansen
BAE Systems – Jim Berkowitz
Ball Corporation / Ball Aerospace – Teri Hansen
Battelle Memorial Institute – Jim Berkowitz
BBN Systems and Technologies – Teri Hansen
Belford Research – Jim Berkowitz
Bell Helicopter – Teri Hansen
Bellwether Research – Teri Hansen
Bering Straits – Teri Hansen
Berriehill Research Corp – Jim Berkowitz
Bihrlle Applied Research – Teri Hansen
BlaseTech Corporation – Teri Hansen
Boeing – Angie Steltzer Teri Hansen
Booze Allen Hamilton – Teri Hansen
Border Security Technology Consortium – Jim Berkowitz
C2 Biofuels, LLC – Jim Berkowitz
CACI – Jim Berkowitz
Caring Technologies – Teri Hansen
Camber – Teri Hansen
Crystal IS – Jim Berkowitz
CC Technologies / a DNV Company – Jim Berkowitz
Ceradyne – Teri Hansen
CERMET – Jim Berkowitz
CFD Research – Teri Hansen
CH2M Hill – Teri Hansen
Charles River Analytics Inc – Jim Berkowitz
Chevron/Texaco – Teri Hansen
Clarkson Aerospace – Jim Berkowitz
Cogema Engineering Group – Teri Hansen
Columbia Research Corp – Teri Hansen
Concurrent Technologies Corporation – Teri Hansen
Compositex, Inc – Jim Berkowitz
Cortana Corp – Teri Hansen
CRL Technologies – Teri Hansen
CSC – Jim Berkowitz
Cubic – Teri Hansen
David Pollock Consultants, Inc. – Teri Hansen
Decisive Analytics Corporation – Jim Berkowitz
Defense Research Associates – Teri Hansen
Delegation of the European Commission – Teri Hansen
Detection Monitoring Technologies, Inc (DMT) – Teri Hansen
dNovus RDI – Teri Hansen
DRS EW & Network Systems, Inc. – Teri Hansen
DuPont – Jim Berkowitz
Dynetics – Jim Berkowitz
Eagle Systems Inc. – Teri Hansen
Earthly Dynamics – Teri Hansen
Eaton Corporation – Teri Hansen
EC III – Jim Berkowitz
Ecological Microbes Unlimited – Jim Berkowitz
EDO Corporation – Jim Berkowitz
EG&G – Teri Hansen
Exelis – Teri Hansen
Electronic Warfare Associates – Teri Hansen
Eloret Corporation – Teri Hansen
EMS Technologies – Jim Berkowitz
ENGenius Micro LLC – Teri Hansen
Engineering/Documentation Systems Inc. – Teri Hansen
Engineering and Environment, Inc – Jim Berkowitz
Engineering Services Network – Jim Berkowitz
Enkia – Teri Hansen
Environmental Aeroscience Corp – Teri Hansen
E’OIR – Jim Berkowitz
ERA Systems – Jim Berkowitz
ERC, Inc. – Teri Hansen
EG&G Technical Services – Teri Hansen
Evergreen Solar – Jim Berkowitz
FastMetrics – Jim Berkowitz
Fermilab – Teri Hansen
Fiore – Teri Hansen
Frontline Systems – Teri Hansen
GaN Corp – Jim Berkowitz
GE – Jim Berkowitz
General Dynamics / Veridian – Teri Hansen
Gemini Industries – Jim Berkowitz
Geo-Spatial Technologies – Teri Hansen
Global Resource Solutions, Inc. – Teri Hansen
Global Support Services – Jim Berkowitz
GrammaTech –
Griest Associates Solar Research – Teri Hansen
Groen Brothers Aviations, USA – Teri Hansen
Gryphon – Jim Berkowitz
GSI Environmental – Jim Berkowitz
GT Equipment Technologies – Teri Hansen
Guided System Technologies, Inc – Jim Berkowitz
Harris Corporation – Teri Hansen
Hawker Beechcraft Corporation – Teri Hansen
Hewlett Packard – Teri Hansen
High Performance Technologies – Teri Hansen
Honeywell – Jim Berkowitz
Horizon Research, Inc – Teri Hansen
HPTi – Jim Berkowitz
HRL – Jim Berkowitz
Hypres – Teri Hansen
IBM – Jim Berkowitz
ICES – Jim Berkowitz
ICF Consulting – Teri Hansen
ICN Business School – Teri Hansen
IEM, Inc – Jim Berkowitz
ILC Dover – Teri Hansen
Imaging Systems Technology – Jim Berkowitz
Impact Technologies – Jim Berkowitz
Infoscitex Corporation – Jim Berkowitz
Innovative Solutions International – Teri Hansen
Innovative Technologies Corp (ITC) – Jim Berkowitz
Innovative Technology Applications Company – Jim Berkowitz
Integrated Systems Solutions, Inc. – Jim Berkowitz
International Consultants, Inc – Jim Berkowitz
Intuitive Research & Technology Corp – Jim Berkowitz
iRobot – Jim Berkowitz
Irvine Sensors Corporation – Teri Hansen
ITT – Teri Hansen
J5 Systems – Teri Hansen
Jacobs Technology – Jim Berkowitz
Jacobs-Sverdrup – Jim Berkowitz
Johnson Research & Development – Teri Hansen
JT3 – Teri Hansen
Karta Technologies – Jim Berkowitz
Kitware – Teri Hansen
Korean Government – Jim Berkowitz
KRT Consultants – Jim Berkowitz
K-T Consulting – Jim Berkowitz
Sverdrup Karta – Jim Berkowitz
Landrum and Brown – Teri Hansen
L3 Communications – Jim Berkowitz
Lavender Industries – Teri Hansen
Lear Siegler (LSI) – Teri Hansen
Lockheed-Martin – Jim Berkowitz
Luna Innovations – Teri Hansen
M. Tuttle & Associates – Teri Hansen
Macauley-Brown – Teri Hansen
MACTEC Federal Programs – Teri Hansen
Magnolia Optical Technologies – Teri Hansen
Management Analysis, Inc – Teri Hansen
Manufacturing Technologies, Inc (MTI) – Jim Berkowitz
Medal, L.P. – Jim Berkowitz
MedShape Solutions – Teri Hansen
MEI Technologies – Jim Berkowitz
Mercury Data Systems – Teri Hansen
Modine Manufacturing – Teri Hansen
MicroMed Technology – Teri Hansen
MicroProfusions – Teri Hansen
Millennial Vision – Teri Hansen
Mission Research Corp (MRC) – Jim Berkowitz
MITRE – Teri Hansen
Mnemonics, LLC – Jim Berkowitz
Mobitrum Corp – Jim Berkowitz
Modern Technologies Corp (MTC) – Jim Berkowitz
Modern Technology Solutions – Jim Berkowitz
Modern Therapeutics – Jim Berkowitz
Morgan Franklin – Teri Hansen
Motorola – Teri Hansen
N-Ask Incorporated – Teri Hansen
National University of Singapore – Jim Berkowitz
National Security Technologies, LLC – Jim Berkowitz
Nano Engineering – Jim Berkowitz
Navigant – Teri Hansen
Navitas Systems – Teri Hansen
NAVMAR Applied Sciences Company – Teri Hansen
NEI Corporation – Teri Hansen
nGimat / NAVAIR - Teri Hansen
Northrop-Grumman / TRW / BDM / XonTech – Teri Hansen
Northstar Consulting, Inc – Teri Hansen
Numerica – Teri Hansen
Teri Hansen NVIDIA – Teri Hansen
Object CTalk Inc – Teri Hansen
OG Technologies – Teri Hansen
Omega Training – Teri Hansen
Orbital – Teri Hansen
Pacific Science and Engineering – Teri Hansen
PALL Corporation – Jim Berkowitz
Paramount Industries – Jim Berkowitz
Parker Hannifin Corporation – Teri Hansen
Parsons – Jim Berkowitz
PAX Streamline – Angie Stelzer
Peerless Technologies – Teri Hansen
Phoenix Air – Jim Berkowitz
Physical Sciences, Inc – Teri Hansen
Piasecki Aircraft – Jim Berkowitz
Poly-Orth International – Teri Hansen
Portage Environmental – Jim Berkowitz
Powerix Technologies – Teri Hansen
PureVision Technology – Teri Hansen
Pratt Whitney – Jim Berkowitz
Professional Services Industries, Inc. – Jim Berkowitz
Project Performance Corporation – Teri Hansen
PSI Corporation – Jim Berkowitz Q-Chem – Teri Hansen
Qualtre – Jim Berkowitz
QuesTek Innovations LLC – Teri Hansen

Radar Flashlight, LLC – Teri Hansen
Radiance Technologies – Teri Hansen
Raydar & Associates – Teri Hansen
Raytheon – Jim Berkowitz
RBX – Teri Hansen
Research & Development Solutions, LLC – Roberta Burke
Research and Engineering Development, Inc (RED, Inc) – Teri Hansen
Research Network, Inc. (RNI) – Jim Berkowitz
Resource Systems Group – Teri Hansen
Ricardo – Jim Berkowitz
Rocket Science Group – Teri Hansen
Rockwell Scientific – Jim Berkowitz
Rockwell Collins – Jim Berkowitz
Rolls-Royce – Teri Hansen
RWE Schott Solar – Teri Hansen
SAIC (Science Applications International Corp) – Teri Hansen
S&K Technologies – Jim Berkowitz
Sapient – Teri Hansen
Sarnoff / SRI / Rosettex – Teri Hansen
ScenPro – Jim Berkowitz
Schaffer Corp – Teri Hansen
SciberQuest, Inc – Teri Hansen
Scientific Research Corporation (SRC) – Jim Berkowitz
Scientific Systems Company, Inc – Jim Berkowitz
Sealaska Environmental Services, LLC – Jim Berkowitz
Sensis – Teri Hansen
SenTech – Teri Hansen
Set Associates – Jim Berkowitz
Siemens – Teri Hansen
Sierra Nevada Corp – Teri Hansen
Sikorsky – Teri Hansen
Simpson Weather Associates – Teri Hansen
Singapore – Jim Berkowitz
Sippican – Teri Hansen
Soar Technology – Jim Berkowitz
SolarWorld Industries America LP – Teri Hansen
Space Gateway Support (SGS) – Jim Berkowitz
SpaceWorks Engineering – Jim Berkowitz
Sparta – Jim Berkowitz
Spectra Research – Jim Berkowitz
SRA International / Adroit - Jim Berkowitz
SSAI (Support Systems Associates, Inc) – Jim Berkowitz
SASI (Sweet Analysis Services, Inc) – Jim Berkowitz
Scimetrika, LLC – Teri Hansen
SkyBuilt Power – Teri Hansen
Stanley Research – Teri Hansen
Starfire Systems – Teri Hansen
Star Technologies – Jim Berkowitz
Suma Technologies – Teri Hansen
Surevise Engineering – Jim Berkowitz
Syracuse Research Corp – Teri Hansen
Systems Engineering Associates Corp (SEACORP) – Teri Hansen
Systems Research and Applications International (SRA) / Adroit - Jim Berkowitz
Sypris Electronics LLC – Teri Hansen
Systran – Jim Berkowitz
Talicyn, Inc – Teri Hansen
Taiwan – Jim Berkowitz
TDA Research – Jim Berkowitz
Technica – Jim Berkowitz
Tele-Consultants Inc. – Teri Hansen
Telecordia – Teri Hansen
Teledyne – Teri Hansen
Tenix – Jim Berkowitz
Tetra Tech Nus, Inc – Teri Hansen
Texas Instruments – Jim Berkowitz
Titan – Jim Berkowitz
Torch – Teri Hansen
Trandes – Teri Hansen
Tresco – Jim Berkowitz
Tri Star Engineering – Jim Berkowitz
TRS EW & Network Systems, Inc. – Teri Hansen
Tru Waste Processing Center – Teri Hansen
TSC Design & Management Services – Jim Berkowitz
TSM Corporation – Teri Hansen
Tybrin Corp – Teri Hansen
UES – Teri Hansen
Unitech – Jim Berkowitz
United Defense Limited Partnership – Jim Berkowitz
United Technologies (UTC) / Sikorsky– Teri Hansen
Universal Technology Corp (UTC) – Teri Hansen
Universal Technology Corporation – Jim Berkowitz
URS – Jim Berkowitz
Utility Power Alliance – Teri Hansen
Van Wagenen & Beavers, Inc – Teri Hansen
Vectraxx – Teri Hansen
Vehicle Control Training – Teri Hansen
Vertex Solutions – Teri Hansen
Vertiugo, Inc – Jim Berkowitz
Viasat – JimBerkowitz
Vivonetics – Jim Berkowitz
Vought Aircraft – Jim Berkowitz
Wamco – Teri Hansen
Westland Technologies – Teri Hansen
Westinghouse – Jim Berkowitz
Weston Solutions – Teri Hansen
Weyerhaeuser – Jim Berkowitz
Wyle Laboratories – Teri Hansen
Zeta Associates – Jim Berkowitz
Xerxe – Teri Hansen